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a b s t r a c t 

Recent approaches to network functions virtualization (NFV) have shown that commodity network stacks 

and drivers struggle to keep up with increasing hardware speed. Despite this, popular cloud network- 

ing services still rely on commodity operating systems (OSs) and device drivers. Taking into account the 

hardware underlying of commodity servers, we built an NFV profiler that tracks the movement of pack- 

ets across the system’s memory hierarchy by collecting key hardware and OS-level performance counters. 

Leveraging the profiler’s data, our Service Chain Coordinator’s (SCC) run-time accelerates user-space NFV 

service chains, based on commodity drivers. To do so, SCC combines multiplexing of system calls with 

scheduling strategies, taking time, priority, and processing load into account. By granting longer time 

quanta to chained network functions (NFs), combined with I/O multiplexing, SCC reduces unnecessary 

scheduling and I/O overheads, resulting in three-fold latency reduction due to cache and main memory 

utilization improvements. More importantly, SCC reduces the latency variance of NFV service chains by 

up to 40x compared to standard FastClick chains by making the average case for an NFV chain to perform 

as well as the best case. These improvements are possible because of our profiler’s accuracy. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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1. Introduction 

A cost effective means for network operators to increase qual-

ity of service (QoS) is through placing network functions (NFs)

in the network. These functions provide either basic forwarding

and routing capacities, or in the case of middleboxes, enrich the

dataplane functionality by offering increased security, policy en-

forcement, performance improvements, etc. to the overlay ser-

vices ( Carpenter and Brim, 2002 ). However, to deploy and man-

age traditional middleboxes requires costly capital and operational

expenditures ( Sherry et al., 2012 ). As a result, network opera-

tors and cloud providers have shifted their focus towards network

functions virtualization (NFV) by migrating middlebox functionality

from hardware to software 1 running in commodity, off-the-shelf

servers ( European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 2012 ). 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: katsikas@kth.se (G.P. Katsikas), maguire@kth.se (G.Q. Maguire 

Jr.), dmk@kth.se (D. Kosti ́c). 
1 The NFV Industry Specification Group of the European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI) has defined NFV-based network functions as “virtual net- 

work functions (VNFs)” ( ETSI, 2013 ). In this article we refer to such functions by 

using the generic definition “network functions (NFs)”, that does not necessarily re- 

quire these functions to be virtualized. 
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Making NFV-style packet processing (i.e., software-based) per-

orm as well as its hardware equivalent (i.e., the hardware im-

lementation of the middlebox device) is hard, mainly because of

oor I/O performance. Therefore, researchers tailor the operating

ystems’ (OSs) network stacks and device drivers to achieve line-

ate forwarding and maximize throughput ( Rizzo, 2012; Kim et al.,

012; DPDK, 2016; Bonelli et al., 2012 ). That is made possible by ( i )

nabling zero copy data transfers from the network interface (com-

only abbreviated as NIC) to user-space (bypassing the kernel), ( ii )

re-allocating memory resources, and ( iii ) batching packet process-

ng to amortize system call overheads over multiple packets. 

Although the aforementioned efforts improve the I/O perfor-

ance of individual NFs, they diverted researchers’ interest from

he source of the problem. Indeed, no prior work analyzed in-depth

he system’s state when commodity NFV applications are execut-

ng, nor have the exact root causes of the observed performance

een quantified or explained . NFV service providers could benefit

rom tools that can thoroughly analyze “hot” parts of NFV software

tacks and draw attention to those functions that heavily utilize

ystem resources, hence offer the greatest potential for accelera-

ion. Such tools can also offer run-time support to allow automated

uning of the running NFV. 

In response, the first contribution of this paper is our NFV pro-

ler that collects data from low-level performance counters from

he underlying NFV infrastructure to track packets as they move
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Time

Kernel

Service 

Chain

NIC

No SCC

I/O I/O I/O

Kernel

Service 

Chain

NIC Batch I/O

SCC

NFV Processing

I/O Request

I/O Response

I/O System Call

Task CompletedT

Default Time Quantum/Process = t ms

Extended Time Quantum/Process = k·t ms, k>1

Default 

Scheduler

SCC 

SchedulerCustom per-core scheduling policy with 

high priority 

Fair treatment of all tasks

SCC 

Launcher

Set batch size

Fig. 1. The SCC run-time combines ( i ) tailored scheduling for NFV service chains 

via the SCC Scheduler with ( ii ) fewer (but longer) user to/from kernel-space inter- 

actions by multiplexing I/O-related system calls via the SCC Launcher. SCC achieves 

faster completion time, hence lower latency, than the “No-SCC” case. 
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rom the NICs to the processors (and vice versa) through the differ-

nt levels of the system’s memory hierarchy. Our profiler decom-

oses the observed per packet latency into components mapped

o the involved hardware components (e.g., caches, main memory)

nd associates these components with their cause(s) (i.e., the re-

ponsible pieces of code that cause this latency). 

Today, modern services require combinations of NFs, known

s service chains, to satisfy their QoS requirements ( Quinn and

adeau, 2015 ). For instance, Amazon offers services that allow ten-

nts to build their own virtual infrastructure by combining func-

ions such as filtering, routing, slicing, and load balancing ( Amazon,

016 ). In such an environment, even state of the art frameworks

uch as ClickOS ( Martins et al., 2014 ) and NetVM ( Hwang et al.,

014 ) cannot achieve high-performance, as there is a substantial

hroughput degradation when interconnecting multiple NFs. 2 Re-

ent effort s, such as E2 ( Palkar et al., 2015 ) and OpenNetVM ( Zhang

t al., 2016 ), overcome this problem by eliminating hypervisor and

aravirtualization overheads via lightweight NFs (e.g., placed in

ontainers) interconnected with fast, custom software switches. 

Unfortunately, these latest advancements have not yet been

dopted by cloud providers and it is unlikely that this will hap-

en soon, as cloud providers continue to rely on commodity OSs,

/O drivers, and switching fabrics. Although techniques such as sin-

le root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) can bypass the hypervisor and

ass packets from the NICs to the virtual machines (VMs) ( Amazon,

016 ), cloud applications still use costly system calls to interact

ith the NICs. These interactions are frequent and consume a large

raction of the execution time of an NFV instance. 

In the context of chained services, according to our profiler,

/O is not the only problem, as the length of a service chain

mposes serious scheduling overheads. Part of this problem has

een recently addressed by Sivaraman et al. (2016) with their

rogrammable packet scheduling techniques in switches and by

ittal et al. (2016) introduction of packet scheduling algorithms

hat roughly meet the requirements of a universal packet sched-

ler. These approaches can affect the order and timing of packet

epartures from a queue in a switch or NF, however we sug-

est a promising alternative direction that is inline with Ama-

on’s attempts to integrate custom schedulers in their cloud ser-

ices ( Amazon, 2016 ). 

In contrast to Sivaraman et al. (2016) ; Mittal et al. (2016) , our

esearch findings show that a chain of NFs requires a global sched-

ler to make chain-level decisions , rather than an internal sched-

ler that executes local switch policies. To address this gap, we de-

igned and implemented the Service Chain Coordinator (SCC). SCC

djusts the frequency of I/O operations in tandem with adjusting

he priority and time quanta allotted to each NF by the scheduler,

o maximize the effective run-time of the service chain. In short,

e make the following contributions: 

1. We introduce an NFV profiler that collects and analyzes low-

level performance counters in close collaboration with the

hardware and OS. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

NFV profiler; a key tool for uncovering the underlying perfor-

mance problems of NFV service chains. 

2. By exploiting the output of the profiler, our run-time compo-

nent automatically combines multiplexing of system calls and

scheduling re-configurations to accelerate NFV service chains

running on Linux OSs. 

We implemented SCC on top of the FastClick NFV frame-

ork ( Barbette et al., 2015 ). SCC’s accelerations realize long chains

f user-space NFV service chains, based on commodity device

rivers, with 3x lower latency and 3x better cache, and main mem-
2 Figs. 10 and 12 of the ClickOS and NetVM papers respectively. 

s  

t  

a

ry utilization compared to standard FastClick chains. SCC chains

lso achieve multiple orders of magnitude lower latency variance

ompared to FastClick; a crucial performance indicator for highly-

nteractive services. 

In Section 2 , we formulate the research problem and provide a

uantitative summary of our contributions. 

. Problem statement 

First, we state our research question and the way to address

his question. 

Key Question: What are the reasons that cause user-space NFV

ervice chains, using commodity OSs and network drivers, to ex-

ibit low performance? 

Methodology: In Section 3 we describe an NFV profiler that ( i )

tilizes low-level hardware and software performance counters to

rack packets as they move across the system’s memory hierarchy,

 ii ) measures the per packet latency of the involved hardware com-

onents (e.g., caches and main memory), and ( iii ) associates this

atency with the cause(s) (i.e., the responsible pieces of code). 

We leverage the profiler’s power to reveal problems in NFV ser-

ice chains and quantify their effects (see Section 4 ). We acceler-

te NFV service chains by solving those problems identified by the

rofiler via an automated run-time called SCC (see Section 5 ). 

We illustrate the problems and the solutions realized by SCC in

ig. 1 . The bottom part of this figure, labeled as “No SCC”, shows

 typical way user-space NFV applications based on standard net-

ork drivers interact with the NICs via the OS’s kernel. As we show

n Section 4 , this causes two major problems related to the key

uestion stated above: 

roblem 1. The service chain at the bottom part of Fig. 1 requires

requent, usually per packet, system calls that cause the service

hain to yield the CPU to the OS in order that the latter can per-

orm the necessary I/O operations. 

roblem 2. The default Linux scheduler is inappropriate for NFV

ervice chains because it grants short time quanta to the NFV pro-

esses and treats them as any other process in the system. As a re-

ult, the default Linux scheduler imposes excessive scheduling con-

ention, the latency of which is greater than the actual run-time of

 service chain. 
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Table 1 

A summary of our contributions and findings, made in Sections 4 and 6 . The evaluation concerns standalone and chained FastClick routers, in different contexts (i.e., user 

or kernel-space), using different network drivers (i.e., the standard Linux ixgbe and the DPDK drivers), with or without an underlying software switch. The chains are 

interconnected with either a kernel-based Open vSwitch (OVSK) or back-to-back (B2B). 

Comparisons Findings 

Part of the kernel overhead for a single router using the ixgbe network driver 

compared to the same router using the DPDK network driver. 

Locks (27% of the kernel router’s time), 10x more context switches because 

interrupt-handling pre-emptions destroy cache coherency. 

User to/from kernel-space time share with respect to the total time spent by a 

user-space router using the ixgbe network driver. 

User-to-kernel for Tx (32.7%), kernel-to-user for Rx (40.5%) of the user-space 

router’s time. 

OVSK overhead, comparing a user-space router with and without OVSK, both 

using ixgbe. 

14% overhead due to more function calls, lookup cost and additional trips to 

user-space. 

I/O multiplexing benefits for a user-space router using the ixgbe driver. 3x lower latency and up to 4x lower jitter. 

I/O multiplexing benefits for user-space service chains using the ixgbe driver. Not implemented for chains interconnected with OVSK. 10-40% lower latency 

and 2x lower jitter for B2B-interconnected chains. 

Scheduling benefits for user-space service chains using the ixgbe driver. 30-300% lower latency and up to 40x lower jitter for chains interconnected 

with OVSK. 10-25% lower latency and 2x lower jitter for B2B-interconnected 

chains. 
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3 When the system’s configuration indirectly involves CPU cores that are not used 

by the PIDs of the NFV processes, the SCC Profiler can be instructed to monitor 

these additional cores. For example, this might happen if an NF is pinned to a core, 

but the interrupts of the NICs used by this NF are served by another core. 
These I/O and scheduling problems cause NFV service chains

deployed on commodity OSs and network drivers to exhibit high

end-to-end latency and latency variance (see Section 4 ). To solve

these problems, we employ SCC, presented in Section 5 , (labeled

as “SCC” in the top part of Fig. 1 ) as follows: 

Solution to Problem 1: SCC reduces the number of times the

path from user to kernel-space and the reverse are used by multi-

plexing multiple packets into one system call via the SCC Launcher

component (see Section 5.1 ). Our implementation ( Katsikas, 2016a )

builds upon the popular FastClick NFV framework. 

Solution to Problem 2: The SCC Scheduler component realizes

a suitable scheduling plan to dramatically reduce the end-to-end

latency and latency variance of NFV service chains. To do so, it im-

plements custom single or multi-core scheduling policies for the

entire service chain that grant longer time quanta and high prior-

ity to the involved processes (see Section 5.2 ). 

We evaluate SCC in Section 6 , but we provide a summary of our

findings in Table 1 . 

In the first column of Table 1 , we state the comparisons we

made throughout this paper among ( i ) standalone NFs that use

different network drivers in user or kernel-space and ( ii ) chained

user-space NFs, interconnected either with a kernel-based Open

vSwitch (OVSK) ( Open vSwitch, 2016 ) software switch or back-to-

back (B2B). The second column of Table 1 summarizes our observa-

tions, in quantitative terms, made in Sections 4 and 6 . We use the

term “ixgbe” to refer to the standard Linux network driver for our

Intel NICs (see Section 3.1 ). Note that the first row of Table 1 does

not show all of the kernel-space overhead as it was not fully quan-

tified in Section 4.1 . 

We discuss related and future work in Section 7 , and conclude

this paper in Section 8 . 

3. Profiling NFV software stacks 

This section introduces the research methodology used for

profiling NFV service chains. First, our testbed is described in

Section 3.1 . The NFV profiler presented in Section 3.2 is used to

address two questions: 

Question 1: How does the data flow through the hardware of a

commodity NFV server? 

Question 2: Which elements of a service chain are responsible

for the observed latency? 

3.1. Testbed 

Our testbed consists of two identical machines, each with

a dual socket 16-core Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2667 v3 clocked at

3.20 GHz ( Intel, 2016e ). The cache sizes are: 2x32 KB L1 (instruc-
ion and data caches), 256 KB L2, and 20 MB L3. Hyper-threading

s disabled and the OS is the Ubuntu 14.04.3 distribution with

inux kernel v.3.13. The machines are directly interconnected using

 dual-port 10 GbE Intel 82599 ES NIC; one machine uses Moon-

en ( Emmerich et al., 2015 ) to generate and sink traffic, while in

he second machine we deploy our NFV service chains and tools.

n the latter machine, we isolated an entire CPU socket to ensure

hat our measurements will not be affected by other competing

rocesses, while all of the system’s other functions use the CPUs

n the other socket. 

.2. The SCC Profiler 

An NFV profiler must interact with the underlying hardware

nd OS, to accurately collect and translate relevant events. Al-

hough there are tools ( Perf, 2016; Levon, 2016; KCachegrind, 2016 )

or interacting with a Linux OS, one has to employ vendor-specific

ools to acquire (some of) the hardware events. Additionally, these

ools vary between different hardware architectures from the same

endor. Taking into account these facts, we designed the SCC Pro-

ler; a tool that consists of four modules running atop Intel’s Xeon

rchitectures and Linux-based OS as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the re-

ainder of this paper we will limit our discussion to the Linux OS

nd the Intel Xeon processor used in our testbed. In the follow-

ng sections, we analyze how the SCC Profiler keeps track of data

y establishing bindings with the relevant software and hardware

ounters of our testbed. 

.2.1. Software monitoring 

We use ( Perf, 2016 ) to access the performance counters of the

inux kernel. The SCC Profiler passes the process IDs (PIDs) of the

FV service chain to Perf asking for a variety of events (labeled as

Perf+Linux Kernel” in Fig. 2 ). 3 By querying the counters of the de-

ices’ socket buffers (skbuffs) and network I/O-related system calls,

he SCC Profiler learns the number of packets sent/received by the

evices and the number of system calls required for these I/O op-

rations. 

The Linux scheduler provides counters regarding the execution

f each NF of the service chain. The SCC Profiler retrieves the num-

er of CPU migrations and context switches as well as the ac-

ive, waiting, and blocking times of each NF. As shown in Table 2 ,

sing our custom OS benchmarks (available at ( Katsikas, 2016c )),

e found that the context switching time between two pro-

esses scheduled using the default Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS)
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Fig. 2. The SCC Profiler. lmbench measures the latencies to access each part of the 

memory hierarchy. The SCC Profiler combines the latencies from lmbench with ( i ) 

the hardware counters obtained by Intel’s Performance Counter Monitoring and Perf 

and ( ii ) the software counters obtained by Perf and our OS benchmarks (all the 

counters are listed at the top), to measure run-time NFV performance and generate 

a report of costly operations. 

Table 2 

Latencies (ns) for a system call and a context switch under different 

scheduling policies (with default priorities) of the Linux kernel. 

OS-level latency source Latency (ns) 

Context swi tch - Default CFS 10 0 0 

Context switch - Batch CFS 1140 

Context switch - Real time Round-Robin scheduler 940 

Context switch - Real time FIFO scheduler 940 

Network I/O System Call 41 
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Fig. 3. Latencies to access a progressively increasing array size (1 KB-2 GB) on dif- 

ferent parts of the memory hierarchy versus different stride sizes in bytes for an 

Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2667 v3 clocked at 3.2 GHz. 
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 Pabla, 2009 ) (with the default priority) is roughly 10 0 0 ns, while

his time is 940 and 1140 ns when using the real-time First In,

irst Out (FIFO) & round-robin (RR) and batch scheduling policies

espectively. Moreover, the Linux kernel requires 40 ns to execute

 network I/O system call (i.e., a read or write to a socket) in our

ystem. 

Combining this information with the counters above, the SCC

rofiler calculates the latency (per packet) due to the OS when

roviding basic I/O services (i.e., read and write system calls) to

he NFV processes and to coordinate the execution (i.e., schedule)

f the service chain. The next target is to capture how the underly-

ng hardware executes the kernel’s instructions and how efficiently

hese instructions pass the packets through the NFV pipeline. 

.2.2. Hardware monitoring 

The bottom part of Fig. 2 depicts the elements of one of the

PU sockets and the memory system of the NFV host machine. 4 

here are two types of arrows in this part of the figure. The dashed

rrows show the flow of the virtual address translation procedure

n our processor’s memory management unit (MMU). This trans-

ation occurs when a program requires a memory access. In this

ase the CPU passes the virtual address, used by the program, to

he MMU asking for a mapping (stored in the OS’s page table in

he main memory) of this address to physical memory. 

Going to memory for translation information before every in-

truction fetch or explicit data load/store would be prohibitively
4 The L1 instruction cache is omitted for readability reasons and because the miss 

ate of this cache was negligible in all of our experiments. 
low, therefore modern processors employ specialized hardware

aches, known as translation lookaside buffers (TLBs), that make a

ortion of the page table accessible at the speed of the processor,

ence speeding up the address translation procedure for addresses

ith entries in the TLB. Our processor uses a hierarchy of TLBs at

he first two (i.e., L1 and L2) cache levels 5 , hence a TLB miss will

nly cause an access to the page table in main memory if neither

f the two TLBs contains the mapping. Upon a data TLB (DTLB) hit,

he physical page and offset are fetched and the data moves from

he respective cache (or the main memory) to the processor fol-

owing the solid lines in the bottom part of Fig. 2 . 

Moreover, our processor takes advantage of Intel’s Direct Data

/O ( Intel, 2016a ) (DDIO) technology, allowing the Ethernet con-

roller to use a portion of the processor’s last-level cache (LLC) as a

rimary source and destination of data rather than the main mem-

ry, thus achieving lower latency. This portion can be up to 10%

f the LLC’s capacity, which in our system 

6 results in 2 MB ( Intel,

016a ). Details about how DDIO works in our testbed are given in

ection 6.2.1.2 in Katsikas (2016b ). 

To understand what delays an application will experience, it is

rucial to measure the access costs to all the hardware components

f Fig. 2 . Specifically our goal is to quantify the latency when data

oves across the memory hierarchy, in order to pinpoint the bot-

lenecks of NFV software stacks. This will allow us to accelerate

he NFV implementation, to meet stricter latency requirements. 

The SCC Profiler uses lmbench ( McVoy and Staelin, 1996 ) to

easure the latencies of all the components of the underlying sys-

em’s memory hierarchy. Fig. 3 shows these latencies as measured

n our testbed. lmbench initiates read and write transactions of

rogressively increasing array sizes (i.e., 1 KB-2 GB) that can even-

ually fill all of the caches and part of the main memory, to mea-

ure the latency of the following transactions: 

Local: from a core to its local L1 and L2 caches, 

On-chip: from a core to the shared L3 cache or the L1/L2 cache

of another core in the same socket, and 

Off-the-chip: from a core to main memory. 

Note that the line size of our caches is 64 bytes. This is almost

he size of the smallest Ethernet frame. A stride size equal to the

ache line’s size implies one hit per cache line, hence the latency

o access the different parts of the same cache line is low. How-

ver, input data in reality might exhibit different access patterns

n terms of size, hence we increased the stride sizes, to the size of

he standard Ethernet maximum transfer unit (i.e., 1500 bytes), up

o the size of a jumbo Ethernet frame (i.e., 90 0 0 bytes) to measure
5 The L1 cache also contains an instruction TLB. 
6 In our system, the L3 cache is the LLC, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
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Table 3 

Latency calculation formulas and notation for each source of latency in an NFV service 

chain. The latencies of Table 2 and Fig. 3 are used in the formulas. 

Latency/packet Formula Notation 

L1 L 1 Hits / Pkt · L 1 DCacheHitLat L D 1 
Data L2 L 2 Hits / Pkt · L 2 DCacheHitLat L D 2 
Access L3 L 3 Hits / Pkt · L 3 DCacheHitLat L D 3 

DRAM L 3 Misses / Pkt · MemHitLat L DM 

Address L1 L 1 DTLBHits / Pkt · L 1 DTLBHitLat L T 1 
Transl. L2 L 2 DTLBHits / Pkt · L 2 DTLBHitLat L T 2 

DRAM L 2 DTLBMisses / Pkt · MemHitLat L TM 

Context Switching 
∑ n 

i =1 C onSw i /Pkt i · C onSwLat p , 

where n is the number of processes 

and p the scheduling policy 

L CS 

System Calls 
∑ n 

i =1 SysCal l s i /Pkt i · SysCal l Lat, 

where n is the number of processes 

L SC 
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its latency effect. This way we emulate the size of an skbuff that

holds a frame equal to the stride size. 

Fig. 3 shows that L1 latencies are not affected by the stride size

(with a constant access time 1.18 ns), while L2 latency exhibits low

variance with respect to the stride size (between 1.25 and 5 ns).

However, comparing the fastest (i.e., 64 bytes) and slowest (i.e.,

1024 bytes) stride sizes we see that L3 cache and main memory

latencies increase almost 10x (between 1.3 and 14.3 ns for the L3

cache and between 7 and 71.7 ns for main memory), although the

smallest (i.e., 64 bytes) and largest (i.e., 90 0 0 bytes) stride sizes ex-

hibit a factor of 140.6x difference in the size. The reason is that the

hardware executes prefetch requests, in parallel with the current

data processing, to bring cache lines from the next higher level

store into the current cache before it is actually needed. In addi-

tion, if there is no dependency between the data to be loaded, our

CPU can issue multiple instructions to fetch independent chunks of

data in parallel. These techniques hide part of the memory access

latency, leading to decreased access latency as observed in Fig. 3 . 7 

Finally, having quantified the latency to access the hardware

components of Fig. 2 , the SCC Profiler collects a set of run-time

performance monitoring events from the underlying Intel pro-

cessor. The complete list of available events is available at Intel

(2016b ) and a detailed explanation of how these counters are col-

lected and combined is provided in the Appendix A.1 in Katsikas

(2016b ). Specifically, during the execution of an NFV service chain

we acquire CPU core, L1, and DRAM events using Perf, while L2 and

L3 events are fetched using Intel’s PCM tool. To capture the data

movements in the bottom part of Fig. 2 , we monitor the number

of hits and misses of load, store, and prefetch operations for all

of the caches (including the DTLBs), and the number of accesses

(load and stores) that occur in the DRAM. These events are labeled

as “Perf+Intel PCM” at the top left box of Fig. 2 . 

3.2.3. Latency calculation 

The software and hardware monitoring strategies of the pre-

vious sections provide enough data to the SCC Profiler for it to

project the collected counters on a per packet scale and to calcu-

late the total per packet latency incurred by our NFV server, with

respect to the injected load. 

Using the primitive latency values from Table 2 and Fig. 3 , we

compose a variety of latency factors (shown in Table 3 ). To calcu-

late the total per packet latency, we sum the ( i ) data access and ( ii )

address translation latency factors of each memory level (namely

the L1, L2, L3 caches, and the main memory), along with the con-

text switching and system call latencies per packet of each com-

ponent (i.e., process) of the service chain. The latter factor (i.e.,

system calls) does not sound as important as the other latency

sources; however, in practice, an NFV service chain might be com-
7 Section 6.2.1.2 in Katsikas (2016b ) further discusses about the latencies in Fig. 3 . a
rised of multiple NFs, usually each NF is deployed as a separate

rocess (e.g., considering a chain as a set of VMs or containers),

ence a read and write system call per packet per NF might add

p a considerable latency. 8 

Note that according to Fig. 3 the latency of a hit depends on the

orkload. Under realistic scenarios the incoming traffic will exhibit

ariable frame sizes, hence all these latencies are possible. For this

eason, we instructed the SCC Profiler to use the worst case latency

it for each memory level as per Fig. 3 , because ( i ) these cases oc-

ur for several input data sizes (they are not corner cases), and

 ii ) their contribution is ten times greater than other input data

izes, hence only a few of these cases might contribute a large la-

ency, the cause of which we do not want to ignore. The number

f packets, processed by each NF and in total, are counted by the

oftware monitoring process of the SCC Profiler (see Section 3.2.1 ).

onsequently, using the notation from Table 3 , the mathematical

ormula to compute the total latency per packet is as follows: 

atency/P kt = L D 1 + L D 2 + L D 3 + L DM 

+ L T 1 + L T 2 + L T M 

+ L CS + L SC 

This formula captures the latencies from all the involved hard-

are components of our system and a portion of the latency added

y the OS. In Section 4.2 , we analyze a service chain and explain

hy there are other hidden costs, added by the OS, that are hard

o accurately quantify on a per packet scale, although we manage

o indirectly reveal their impact. Another important detail regard-

ng the formula above is that when DDIO is utilized by the NICs,

rames are exchanged directly with the LLC but this does not pre-

ent a slow NFV system from interacting with main memory as

xplained in Section 3.2.2 . In Section 4 we show that NFV ser-

ice chains based on unmodified Linux network drivers destroy

ache coherency and eventually end up using main memory, as

hey touch a larger number of memory locations than can stay in

he LLC. 

Finally we clarify that the SCC Profiler operates in counting

ode which means that the counters are aggregated values col-

ected during the execution of an experiment. The SCC Profiler

esets all the relevant counters before the experiment and col-

ects their values at the end of the experiment. Hence these val-

es do not involve sampling techniques or other approximation

ethods. Moreover, since we believe these counters of hardware-

ased events have high accuracy, we will utilize the values from

hese counters as much as possible. For example, Perf does not

uery the memory controller to collect the main memory ref-

rences, but rather uses a software-based event to estimate this

umber. Since all the L3 cache data misses in our system end up

n main memory, so do the DTLB misses at the L2 cache, we in-

er the number of main memory references by adding up these
8 In this paper we do not consider synthesis of a single NF from a chain of NFs 

s in Katsikas et al. (2016) . 
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Fig. 4. End-to-end (per packet) latency (μs) plotted on a logarithmic scale for 64- 

byte frame sizes through four FastClick routers, each running in a different I/O con- 

text in a single core as stated in the legend. The input packet rate is 0.82 Mpps. 
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9 In the case of the DPDK router, the memory is mapped to user-space, hence the 

router does not apply the standard receive/send system calls. 
wo hardware-based counters. However, we did not find a substan-

ial difference between Perf’s estimates and the values obtained

rom the hardware counters. As for the ability of the SCC Profiler

o time the functions of the NFV stack, we exploit Intel’s high-

recision event timers (HPET) ( Intel, 2016c ) via Perf to acquire the

ntire list of functions together with their contribution to the total

atency. 

. Uncovering NFV performance problems with the SCC Profiler 

We examine the usability of the SCC Profiler by performing a

easurement campaign for both standalone and chained NFs in

ections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 

.1. Standalone NFs 

We implemented an NF using the fastest Click ( Kohler et al.,

0 0 0 ) variant to date, called FastClick ( Barbette et al., 2015 ). We

ocus on a basic NF, a router, using a slightly modified version of

he router implemented by Kohler et al. in Kohler et al. (20 0 0) .

ur router does not contain ARPQuerier elements, as we assume

hat the interconnections from this router to other nodes are static,

ence we can directly encapsulate (using an EtherEncap element)

he IP packet using a predefined gateway MAC address as a desti-

ation field in the Ethernet frame. 

We measured the performance of this router (see Fig. 4 ) run-

ing in four different environments to establish a baseline, in

erms of the resource requirements, of our NF. First, we deploy the

outer natively both in the Linux kernel as well as a user-space ap-

lication, and tie its ports to the physical 10 GbE interfaces of our

FV server. Then, we measure the same router running as a user-

pace application in a Linux container. This container is attached

o OVSK where it reads/writes frames from/to. Finally, although we

arget NFV applications that use the native Linux driver for I/O,

e also deployed the same router using FastClick’s DPDK ( DPDK,

016 ) I/O elements (using the DPDK network driver) to examine

he highest achievable performance. Fig. 4 shows the latency of

he router in these four different environments, using a single CPU

ore. We injected 5 million frames at an input rate of 0.82 mil-

ion packets per second (Mpps) using a frame size of 64 bytes

without counting the trailing frame cyclic redundancy check (CRC)

hat we assume will be computed by the NIC itself). We chose

 small frame size to impose more work on the CPU core, and

ence better stress the different I/O mechanisms. The reason be-

ind the selection of this packet rate is because at this packet

ate we easily saturate a 10 Gbps link using a 1500-byte frame;

ence, to maintain the same workload on the NF, regardless of the

rame sizes we want to test, we use this same packet rate for all
he different frame sizes in our experiments (see Section 6 ). Also,

his packet rate conveniently matches the maximum rate that our

lowest router (the user-space router, attached to OVSK, using the

ative network driver) can sustain without dropping packets. 

From Fig. 4 we can distill several interesting findings: 

Finding 1 . The different network drivers clearly affect the per-

formance of the router. A router with DPDK interfaces im-

poses almost 8x lower median latency than the kernel-space

router with the native network driver, despite the fact that

in the former case all of the NFs’ code is running in user-

space. 

Finding 2 . A user-space router imposes 4x greater median la-

tency than its kernel-space counterpart when both use the

same native network driver (i.e., ixgbe). 

Finding 3 . Attaching the user-space router with the native net-

work driver to OVSK adds ∼10% more median latency com-

pared to the same user-space router without OVSK, with the

lower latency percentiles of these two routers exhibiting a

larger difference. 

The first challenge when exploiting these results from the SCC

rofiler is to pinpoint the exact cause(s) of these differences. Run-

ing the same experiment under the supervision of the SCC Pro-

ler leads to the results shown in Table 4 . 

The second column of this table depicts the total per packet

atency calculated by the SCC Profiler, following the methodology

escribed in Section 3.2.3 . Comparing these numbers with the re-

ults of Fig. 4 , we can safely state that the SCC Profiler reliably

racks the expended time, as the calculated latency falls within

he range of the actual per packet latencies measured by the traf-

c sink. One interesting observation that arises from this compar-

son is that the latencies calculated by the SCC Profiler usually fall

lose to the lower percentiles of the actual latencies (except for the

PDK router where the median and low latency percentiles almost

atch), showing how “lucky” packets (i.e., those packets that expe-

ienced no additional delays) move across the different memories. 

To associate the calculated latency with each of the memory

evels (i.e., the caches and main memory), we also present the

umber of memory references per packet and the share (as a per-

entage) of the total latency spent in each memory level as the

hird and fourth columns of Table 4 respectively. Note that ( i ) DTLB

tatistics are not present, but the DTLB cost can be inferred by

ubtracting 100 from the sum of the percentages of the last col-

mn and ( ii ) we omitted the latencies imposed by the number

f context switches and I/O-related system calls per packet (as

er Table 3 ) to preserve the readability of the table. The former

umbers are nearly zero because only one router is executed by

his processor; hence almost no context switches occur. The latter

umbers make a negligible contribution to the overall latency as

his router executes at most 2 I/O-related system calls (i.e., receive

nd send) per packet. 9 

.1.1. Root cause analysis & lessons learned 

The results shown in Table 4 were interpreted in detail in Sec-

ion 6.3.1.1 of the licentiate thesis by Katsikas (2016b ). This anal-

sis showed how the four different I/O approaches of the same

oftware router interact with the underlying hardware (via the re-

pective network driver) and which of these approaches exhibits

erformance bottlenecks. 

To summarize the study made in Katsikas (2016b ), we quan-

ified the performance difference between a state of the art NFV

outer using the DPDK network driver and the kernel-based router
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Table 4 

The SCC Profiler’s latency calculation while tracking the packets injected during the experiment shown in Fig. 4 . 

The second column shows the calculated latency per packet in μs. Columns 3 and 4 show the number of mem- 

ory references per packet as well as the share (%) of the total latency imposed by each memory level. DTLB 

impact can be inferred by subtracting 100 from the sum of the percentages of the last column. 

Per packet 

Routers Latency L1/L2/L3/DRAM L1/L2/L3/DRAM 

(μs) References Latency (%) 

User + OVSK 259 .14 3836/182/70/3557 1.71/0.25/0.37/97.06 

User 216 .97 3653/179/65/2964 1.99/0.29/0.41/96.60 

Kernel 25 .45 581/23/14/340 2.73/0.31/0.77/95.70 

DPDK 8 .01 3250/95/163/7 47.35/0.04/27.16/0.06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. End-to-end latency (μs), plotted on a logarithmic scale, ( i ) measured at 

the traffic sink (boxplots) and ( ii ) calculated by the SCC Profiler (points), versus 

the chain’s length for user-space FastClick routers, running in containers on top of 

OVSK. The routers run in a single core and OVSK is scheduled in a different core in 

the same socket. The input rate is 0.82 Mpps with 64-byte frames. The linear fit to 

the median latencies, stated in the legend, begins from the chain with 2 NFs. 
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using the native Linux network driver. We found that locking

mechanisms and interrupt handling in the kernel reduce the NFV

performance; this is why FastClick adopted DPDK’s NIC polling ap-

proach, as it requires at most LLC accesses, keeping the caches hot

without involving time consuming locks. One could avoid the inter-

rupt costs of the kernel-space router by using the PollDevice Click

element. We did not use this element because it works only for a

limited set of (old) network drivers. 

As for the difference between the user-space and kernel-space

routers, when both use the same native driver, we found that the

memory allocation and copying between user and kernel-space are

the main sources of latency. Despite the fact that user-space Click

uses a smart polling mechanism to interact with the NICs, the per

packet cost is still high as the polling is not very aggressive. These

problems were discussed in earlier work ( Rizzo, 2012 ), but with-

out much evidence; thus one of our contributions is proving this

evidence. 

To accelerate the kernel-space router, one must employ polling

of the NICs and avoid the kernel’s locking mechanisms. To achieve

better performance for a user-space router, while still using the na-

tive network driver, one has to minimize the interactions between

the user-space application and the kernel, e.g., applying a system

call to an entire batch of frames and to use pre-allocated pools of

packet buffers to avoid the cost of dynamic memory allocations. 

4.2. Chained NFs 

Modern cloud services are comprised of multiple components,

often chained together using an underlying switching fabric. Us-

ing the NF of the previous section as such a component, we create

chains of 1–8 user-space routers, each running in a Linux container

on top of a software switch. We chose OVSK (profiled in the previ-

ous section) as it is a popular and generic software switch. 

We injected the same amount of traffic as in the standalone

NF case (see Section 4.1 ) and pinned all of the routers to one iso-

lated CPU core. We also scheduled OVSK in a different CPU core

in the same socket. The boxplots of Fig. 5 show the latency of each

chain versus the chain’s length, as measured by the traffic sink. The

points of Fig. 5 , to the right of each boxplot, represent the latency

of each chain as measured by the SCC Profiler. Next, we perform a

root cause analysis to explain why the latency increases with the

chain’s length. 

4.2.1. Root cause analysis 

To visualize the latency of each chain, we fitted the median la-

tencies measured by the traffic sink and the latencies calculated

by the SCC Profiler, leading to the equations shown in the legend

of Fig. 5 . The fitting starts from the chain with 2 NFs. Based on

these equations, each additional router in the chain adds 1769 μs

of (median) latency, while the SCC Profiler is able to account for

roughly 864 μs of this latency, falling between the 1 st and 15 th per-

centiles of each chain’s latency. Looking at the number of memory
eferences per packet, performed by each chain, the equation that

escribes their dependence on the chain’s length is as follows: 

 ainM emoryRe ferences/P kt = 11647 · NF s + 4689 , R 

2 = 1 . 0 

According to Fig. 3 , a hit to main memory takes 71.7 ns, hence

ultiplying this latency with the coefficient from the equation

bove, results in 835 μs of latency for each additional router; this is

lmost exactly the latency increase with the chain length, accord-

ng to the calculation of the SCC Profiler (as shown in the legend of

ig. 5 ). This is not a surprising result; as in Section 4.1 , we showed

hat even a single user-space router was unable to keep its data

n its processor’s local cache(s) because the I/O operations involve

emory allocation in user-space and data is copied from/to the

ernel, touching a lot of memory locations; hence the data cannot

tay in the cache causing data exchanges back and forth between

ain memory and the cache. Clearly this problem only becomes

ore severe with a chain of these routers. 

However, we have not yet clarified, why the latency calculations

f the SCC Profiler are below the actual median latencies when we

hain NFs. This can be explained by the OS-level counters that the

CC Profiler obtained from each NF. Specifically, by querying the

inux scheduler, the SCC Profiler acquires information about the

ime a task ( i ) is executing on a CPU, ( ii ) is not runnable, including

/O waiting time, and ( iii ) is runnable but not actually running due

o scheduler contention. We derive two metrics from these coun-

ers. First, we divide the chain’s waiting time by its actual run-

ime and define the metric “Wait/RunTime”. Since the waiting time

f each of our NFs is mostly affected by the I/O operations, the

Wait/RunTime” metric captures the impact of yielding the CPU to

xecute I/O with respect to the effective run-time of an NF. Sec-

ndly, we define the metric “SchedContention/RunTime” as a frac-

ion of the time spent due to scheduler contention relative to the
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Table 5 

Effect of the service chain’s length on the ( i ) waiting time and 

( ii ) time spent due to scheduling contention with respect to the 

effective run-time of the service chain. 

Chain Length Wait/RunTime SchedContention/RunTime 

1 14.76 0 

2 18.80 1.25 

4 30.20 2.88 

8 74.36 3.78 
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hain’s run-time. This metric reflects the overhead, added by the

S, to execute the chain. 

Table 5 depicts the values of these two metrics for four dif-

erent chain lengths, as obtained from the experiment shown in

ig. 5 . For one router (i.e., with chain length equal to 1), the

mount of time spent waiting (mostly for I/O) is almost 15x higher

han the time spent executing useful instructions on the CPU,

hile there is no scheduling overhead since the CPU executes, thus

he OS schedules, only this router. Increasing the chain’s length

eads to increasing waiting and scheduling overheads. The proces-

or spends 75x more time waiting than actually running a chain

f 8 routers, while the time that this chain is runnable but does

ot execute on the processor due to contention in the scheduler

s almost 4x higher than the chain’s run-time. Our discussion so

ar has highlighted that both I/O and scheduling overheads appear

n NFV service chains. 

.2.2. Lessons learned 

The overheads shown in Table 5 are captured by the SCC Pro-

ler, but not fully quantified. To clarify this issue, the formula

hat the SCC Profiler uses to compute the per packet latency (see

ection 3.2.3 ) includes the entire I/O overhead, but partially cap-

ures the scheduler’s overhead by computing the per packet la-

ency imposed by context switching (only a part of the scheduling

verhead). This is because it is hard to accurately project this lat-

er overhead to a per packet latency dimension. Despite this, we

elieve that our latency calculation methodology provides enough

ccuracy to describe the per packet latency of NFV service chains.

oreover, the results in Table 5 serve as a motivation for improving

he performance of NFV service chains by addressing these I/O and

cheduling overheads . In Section 6.2 , we quantify the total overhead

f the default Linux scheduler by comparing the performance of

FV service chains scheduled by both the default and a more effi-

ient task scheduler. 

The I/O overhead is a well known problem in NFV and has led

esearchers to abandon commodity network drivers and adopt fast

/O solutions, such as DPDK or netmap. We take a different stance

n this problem, by instead providing improved solutions when

ommodity network drivers are used, as these drivers are utilized

y commercial cloud services, such as Amazon’s EC2. 

The source of the observed scheduling overheads is the de-

ault CFS of the Linux kernel. CFS maintains on average equal run-

ime to all processes, ensuring a fair partitioning of computing re-

ources. This behavior is inappropriate for NFV, as it prevents NFs

rom running for longer periods of time, leading to more context

witches and increased scheduling overhead. An appropriate NFV

cheduler should grant enough time to an NF such that, one or

ore packets can be moved from its input to its output without

eing interrupted, as this interruption will cause a large loss in the

ache coherency. 

In the next section we address both I/O and scheduling prob-

ems by presenting the run-time part of SCC. 
. The Service Chain Coordinator (SCC) 

In this section we utilize the knowledge mined by the SCC Pro-

ler to increase the performance of both standalone and chained

FV applications. We designed SCC to integrate both the profiler

nd various acceleration techniques into the NFV framework illus-

rated in Fig. 6 . We explain each module of this framework in the

ollowing sections. 

.1. The SCC Launcher 

A system administrator specifies a service chain using a sim-

le JSON format understood by SCC. This description is injected

nto two components of SCC: the Launcher and Scheduler. Specif-

cally, the system administrator chooses those NFs that will com-

rise the service chain (e.g., a firewall followed by a router), the

xecution environment that will host each NF (i.e., a native or a

ontainer-based NF deployment), the I/O driver (to support a ker-

el or user-space Linux-based chain), the underlying switching fab-

ic (e.g., OVSK, Linux bridges, etc.), the desired topology of the

Fs, as well as the hardware components that will be used by

he chain (i.e., by selecting the CPU affinity of each service compo-

ent). These NFs can be selected from a pre-installed library. While

n our prototype we used FastClick as a packet processing library,

ur design is not limited to this library. 

Next, the configuration parameters for each NF are passed to

he SCC Launcher via a JSON-based configuration file. The SCC

auncher parses this input, composes the chain, creates the nec-

ssary interfaces (as needed), and launches all of the components

i.e., switches and NFs). The components are pinned to the re-

uested CPU core(s) according to the CPU affinity mask included

n the service chain description. 

Once the components are launched, the system administrator

an choose, via the configuration file, whether the chain will op-

rate in “profile” or “run-time” mode. In “profile” mode the SCC

auncher passes the service chain’s PIDs and configuration to the

rofiler. As the configuration specifies the CPU affinity of each NF,

he SCC Profiler establishes monitoring connections with the ap-

ropriate hardware components. Then, the SCC Profiler operates as

escribed in Section 3.2 . In “run-time” mode the PIDs and some

uxiliary data structures are passed to the SCC Scheduler. The rea-

on for having these two modes is that the profiling itself occupies

ystem resources, hence we believe that a system administrator

ould benefit from analyzing her NFV service chains offline, using

he SCC Profiler, and then apply the knowledge from the profiling

o deploy the accelerated chains online via the SCC run-time. 

Before describing the Scheduler, we explain a key internal com-

onent of the SCC Launcher, the multiplexing of system calls. 

.1.1. Multiplexing of system calls 

The first pillar of SCC’s acceleration techniques is I/O optimiza-

ion for user-space NFs that use native Linux network drivers. This

echnique is integrated into the SCC Launcher to accelerate inter-

ctions of the NFs with the host OS and hardware by multiplexing

etwork I/O-related system calls to reduce the number of times

he path from user to kernel-space and the reverse are used. 

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 , we showcased that using per packet

end/receive system calls to interact with the OS is costly for NFV

asks, especially when a chain of NFs is executed. The reason is

hat, instead of an NF utilizing its allocated CPU time for perform-

ng the actual packet processing, it yields the CPU to the OS in

rder that the OS can perform the necessary I/O operations each

ime a packet has to be received or emitted. Moreover, the time

pent processing is a small fraction of the time spent for I/O, based

n the experiments of Section 4.2 . 
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Fig. 6. The Service Chain Coordinator in the context of our testbed. A system administrator inputs a service chain description and configuration (top right). The SCC Launcher 

identifies the service components, applies the requested configuration and deploys the chain (bottom center). Using the PID and CPU affinity of each NF, the SCC Profiler 

(top left) can profile the deployed NFs. The SCC Scheduler (top center) ensures that service components comply with the scheduling configuration specified by the system 

administrator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Scheduling options for service chains (NFs and the underlying switch). 
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10 If no priorities are given, default kernel values are used (see Section 5.2.1 ). 
We solve this problem by multiplexing multiple packets into a

single system call to allow batches of packets to enter/exit each NF

using one receive/send transaction with the kernel. With careful

engineering, this method increases the chances of each NF process-

ing an entire batch of packets uninterrupted , the next time it gets

the CPU. For this to happen, the SCC Launcher operates in three

rounds sequentially. In the first round, each NF performs read oper-

ations in a batch style. Then, each NF performs its own processing

during the second round, while in the last round packets are emit-

ted out of the NFs. In the rest of this paper, we use the term batch-

ing interchangeably with multiplexing, both referring to groups of

packets being sent/received via one system call. 

The system administrator can tune the number of multiplexed

system calls via the configuration file shown in Fig. 6 . Based on

this configuration, the SCC Launcher will pre-allocate the I/O vec-

tors that will be used by the kernel to deliver and fetch packets

to/from each NF. Ideally, SCC should be able to auto-tune i.e., to

select the correct number of I/O vectors itself (based upon changes

and feedback from measurements). However, for performance rea-

sons, memory pre-allocation in SCC is static, hence auto-tuning the

number of multiplexed system calls, using online feedback from

the profiler, would require SCC to restart the NFs. We decided not

to automate this process to maintain high performance and pre-

vent service disruptions due to restarting the NFs. 

Finally, a challenge when multiplexing I/O-related system calls

is to ensure that traffic will not face unacceptable delays when the

input rate is low. For example, imagine that one wants to multiplex

16 packets in one, e.g., receive, system call but the input packet

rate is e.g., 1 pps. This means that a naive implementation of the

multiplexing mechanism might cause the application to block un-

til the entire batch of packets is received (after 16 seconds in this

example). To avoid such a problem, the SCC Launcher operates in

non-blocking mode, by reading or writing up to a certain number

(e.g., 16 packets) of packets at once. If this number is not reached,

the system call returns the available packets received/sent or zero

if nothing was read/written. This choice allows us to exploit the

merits of batching under high input packet rates, while still achiev-

ing low latency under low input packet rates. 

5.2. The SCC Scheduler 

In Section 4.2 we observed increasing scheduling overheads

when executing chained NFs. We attributed these overheads to the

fact that the default Linux scheduler does not grant large enough

time quanta per NF, leading to more frequent scheduling decisions
nd increased number of context switches. In this section, we al-

ow a system administrator to modify the scheduling procedure of

FV service chains by using our SCC Scheduler. 

The SCC Scheduler boots once the service chain has been

eployed by the SCC Launcher, the PIDs of the NFs are avail-

ble, and the chain operates in “run-time” mode. The SCC Sched-

ler reads the scheduling parameters from the input configura-

ion, registers the PIDs with the appropriate scheduler based on

he requested policy, adjusts the priorities 10 , and re-configures

ime-related scheduling parameters via system calls. We provide

ore details regarding the reconfiguration of the scheduler in

ection 5.2.1 . 

Depending on the input configuration and the selected data-

lane technology that interconnects the NFs, the SCC Scheduler can

perate either in single or multi-core mode as illustrated in Fig. 7 .

f the system administrator wants to deploy both the NFs and the

nderlying switch in the same core, then the SCC Scheduler exe-

utes the service chain as shown in Fig. 7 a. This uniprocessor task

cheduling scheme invokes the software switch in the odd rounds

i.e., round 1, 3, etc.), and the NFs in the even rounds (i.e., round

, 4, etc.). The system administrator might allocate a different core
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Table 6 

Scheduling parameters, useful for NFV tasks, in the Linux kernel version 3.13. 

Scheduling Policy Priority Range Time Allocation 

Static Dynamic 

CFS Default 0 [-19, 19] Dynamically selected based on 

Batch 0 [-19, 19] ( i ) # of running tasks 

( ii ) dynamic priority 

(see Eq. (1 ) 

Real Time RR [1, 99] - Reconfigurable via: 

sched_rr_timeslice_ms 

FIFO [1, 99] - Time-less scheduler 
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or the switch, to run the NFs in a dedicated core. In this case,

he scheme depicted in Fig. 7 b can be used. Modern OSs maintain

ask queues per core, providing mechanisms to hand off the work

rom one task scheduler to another, hence better exploiting the

ardware capacities. Therefore, to realize the multi-core schedul-

ng plan shown in Fig. 7 b, two instances of the SCC Scheduler are

equired. One instance schedules the NFs and the other schedules

he switch, while in each round the NFs and the switch are run-

ing in parallel. 

If the system administrator wants to allocate more cores for the

hained NFs, the latter scenario (and Fig. 7 b accordingly) can be

eneralized in a per core basis manner. This involves running one

nstance of the SCC Scheduler per core and each instance of the

cheduler will coordinate its own processes (i.e., NFs/switch). 

A key task of an NFV scheduler is to guarantee that the schedul-

ng plan (e.g., as per Fig. 7 ) requested by the system adminis-

rator will be executed meticulously. This is challenging because

odern OSs employ task migration mechanisms to balance the

oad among all the available cores, when some of the cores are

verloaded. Such a mechanism might cause continuous migrations

f the chain’s processes from one core to another, destroying the

ache coherency. 

To guarantee that our system realizes the scheduling accord-

ng to the input CPU affinity and scheduling properties, SCC takes

wo measures. First, the SCC Scheduler reserves the set of cores

equested by the system administrator (see the input of the SCC

cheduler in Fig. 6 ), by excluding those cores from the candidate

ist of cores that undertake other (non-NFV) processes in the sys-

em, hence ensuring dedicated resources for the NFV processing.

econd, as explained in Section 5.1 , the SCC Launcher explicitly

ins the service chain’s processes to the reserved cores based upon

he same CPU affinity input. These measures ensure that the re-

erved CPU cores execute only NFV tasks and the NFV scheduling

s solely orchestrated by the SCC Scheduler. 

.2.1. Tuning the Linux schedulers 

We studied the task scheduler of the Linux kernel v3.13 to iden-

ify knobs that will allow a developer to reconfigure key parame-

ers for NFV service chains, such as the scheduling policy, the pri-

rity range of a given scheduling policy, and the time quantum

ranted to a task by the scheduler. Table 6 summarizes the im-

ortant properties of these Linux schedulers. 

This version of the Linux scheduler maintains 140 queues, each

orresponding to a different priority level. Priority levels between 1

nd 99 (1 is the highest priority) are static and can be used by pro-

esses scheduled by the real-time scheduler. All of the remaining

0 priority levels (i.e., [100, 139]) correspond to a single static pri-

rity 0, which is lower than any real-time priority; however, these

asks are mapped to a dynamic priority range in [ −19, 19] (with

19 being the maximum dynamic priority) as shown in Table 6 . 

CFS is the default Linux scheduler that schedules tasks with

tatic priority 0. The core data structure that strikes the balance

f all tasks’ virtual run-times in CFS is a time-ordered tree, where
ach node corresponds to a task and is associated with the task’s

irtual run-time. A task with a low virtual run-time value is stored

owards the left side of the tree and has the gravest need for

he CPU. Conversely, tasks with a high virtual run-time value (or

ess need for the CPU) are stored towards the right side of the

ree. Therefore, the leftmost node of this tree is the next task

o execute on the CPU. CFS exposes system calls to modify a

ask’s dynamic priority. CFS guarantees that the minimum time

uantum granted to a task will be always greater or equal than

ched _ min _ granularity and computes this value based on the fol-

owing formula: 

F ST imeQuantum = 

{
(140 − P ) · 20 , if P < 120 

(140 − P ) · 5 , if P ≥ 120 

(1) 

here P ∈ [100, 139] is the task’s dynamic priority mapped to a

alue in [-19, 19] (see Table 6 ). 

Note that, the time that CFS will finally allot to a task also de-

ends upon run-time state variables in the kernel. For example,

reemption might be triggered if a more deserving task is avail-

ble, hence a task’s slice might not be entirely consumed. To main-

ain longer execution times, CFS offers another scheduling policy

or CPU-bound processes, called batch CFS. This policy prevents

ther processes from preempting the CPU as would occur under

he default CFS policy, hence the processes run for longer time

lices. A process scheduled with the batch scheme “lives” in the

ame data structure as the processes scheduled by the default CFS

cheme, uses the same priority ranges, and the next process to ex-

cute is still chosen by CFS. These properties of the batch schedul-

ng scheme are beneficial for NFV tasks as shown in Section 6.2 . 

The Real-Time Scheduler provides two scheduling policies for

nteractive tasks: FIFO and RR. Tasks scheduled using either of

hese two policies will always be prioritized over any tasks sched-

led by CFS. The scheduler maintains a list of runnable threads

or each possible static priority value. In order to determine which

hread runs next, the scheduler looks for the nonempty list with

he highest static priority and then selects the task at the head of

his list. 

A process scheduled by the FIFO scheduling algorithm has no

ime slice, but instead runs until it blocks (e.g., for I/O), is pre-

mpted by a higher-priority real-time task, or voluntarily yields the

rocessor. Two or more FIFO tasks with equal priority do not pre-

mpt each other and tasks of lower priority will not be scheduled

ntil the process relinquishes the CPU. 

In contrast, the RR real-time scheduling policy is a timeful ex-

ension of the FIFO scheme. Unlike FIFO, each task scheduled with

he RR algorithm is allowed to run only for a certain maximum

ime quantum. Upon the expiration of this time quantum, the task

ill be put at the tail of the queue for its priority. As depicted in

able 6 , this scheme exposes a way to adjust the duration of the

alue of the time quantum via the proc filesystem, hence RR is

n alternative scheduling policy for SCC. In contrast, FIFO’s time-

ess approach could be beneficial for executing single-process NFV
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Fig. 8. End-to-end latency (μs), plotted on a logarithmic scale, versus the number 

of frames multiplexed/batched into one system call for a user-space FastClick router 

using the native Linux network driver. The router runs in a single core and the input 

packet rate is 0.82 Mpps with 64, 128, 256, and 1500 byte frames. The correspond- 

ing bit rates are 0.57, 0.99, 1.84, and 10 Gbps. 

Table 7 

The SCC Profiler’s per packet latency calculation and memory utilization report 

while tracking the 64-byte packets injected during the experiment shown in Fig. 8 . 

The latency in the second column is calculated using the collected performance 

counters introduced in Section 3.2.3 and falls within the actual latency percentiles 

shown in Fig. 8 . 

Per packet 

Batch Latency L1/L2/L3/DRAM 

size (μs) References 

1 216 .97 3653/179/65/2964 

2 126 .94 204 8/138/4 9/1731 

4 117 .47 1872/125/46/1603 

8 101 .05 1601/115/42/1378 

16 95 .23 1503/119/41/1298 

32 84 .20 1315/110/38/1148 

64 85 .88 1331/113/40/1170 

128 94 .31 1471/145/46/1284 

256 155 .0 2564/252/81/2109 
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tasks, but provides limited control of the process execution time in

multi-process NFV scenarios. 

5.3. The entire SCC system 

Separately employing the I/O and scheduling techniques above

might not lead to the desired performance. For example, grant-

ing a short time quantum to a process that reads a large batch

of packets might not fully reap the benefits of batching. In con-

trast, allocating a long time quantum for a process that applies

per packet read/write operations cannot be fully exploited since,

sooner or later, the process will yield the processor to perform I/O,

thus “losing” the opportunity to exploit the long time quantum. 

For these reasons, as shown in Fig. 6 , SCC builds a run-time that

effectively combines these accelerations. As explained above, the

system administrator can tune the number of multiplexed system

calls, scheduling policy, scheduling priority and the time quantum

of each process to achieve fast packet processing. As illustrated in

Fig. 1 , correct selection of these parameters will allow a CPU to

process an entire batch of packets per scheduling round, leading

to fewer user to/from kernel-space paths being used, hence lower

latency. We evaluate the effectiveness of SCC in Section 6 . 

6. Performance evaluation 

This section evaluates the acceleration techniques of SCC. We

used the standalone and chained NFV services, profiled and ana-

lyzed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively, to assess the benefits

of SCC. Using the experimental setup described in Section 3.1 , we

deploy these NFV service chains on top of SCC (see Section 5 )

and evaluate: ( i ) The effect of SCC’s I/O multiplexing on the per-

formance of individual user-space NFs (see Section 6.1) . ( ii ) The

impact of different scheduling strategies on the performance of

chained user-space NFs (see Section 6.2 ). ( iii ) The benefits of

SCC when both I/O multiplexing and scheduling are applied (see

Section 6.2.2 ). 

6.1. Impact of SCC’s I/O multiplexing 

The goal of this section is to evaluate our first acceleration

technique for user-space NFV chains: multiplexing multiple packets

into one system call. We use the user-space FastClick router (based

on the native network driver) from Section 4.1 and deploy it on

SCC. Then, we assess the impact of I/O multiplexing (as a func-

tion of the batch size) on the router’s performance, by conduct-

ing a sensitivity analysis using an exponentially increasing batch

size based on the formula: batch _ size = 2 i 
∣∣8 

i =0 
. When the batch size

equals 1, no batching is used, i.e., simply the standard FastClick I/O.

We take this as the base of what we want to accelerate. 

Fig. 8 depicts the latency of a single router as a function of

the batch size with four different frame sizes (i.e., 64, 128, 256,

and 1500 bytes). We highlighted two areas in this figure: the left-

most area, with a light red background, where batching is disabled,

whereas the remaining area, with a light green background, shows

the router’s performance for different batch sizes. We input frames

with different frame sizes at the same rate (i.e., 0.82 Mpps, which

is the line-rate for the 1500 byte frame size) used in all of our ex-

periments. As we see in Fig. 8 , the load imposed on the router is

the same for all the frame sizes, since the router exhibits similar

latencies, independent of the frame size. For this reason, we used

the SCC Profiler to analyze the memory utilization of the router

during one of these experiments, with the smallest frame size (i.e.,

64 bytes), as shown in Table 7 . This frame size was also utilized to

profile the same router (see Section 4.1 ) without batching, hence it

offers a clear comparison reference for our I/O acceleration. 
Looking at the results of Fig. 8 , we see that our batching ac-

eleration clearly outperforms the non-batching case, achieving 2-

x lower median latency for several batch sizes. Specifically, the

est batch sizes, with respect to the end-to-end latency, are be-

ween 2 and 32 batched system calls, as the median latency for

lmost all frame sizes is in the range of 80–115 μs, whereas the

on-batching cases achieve median latencies in the range of 270–

10 μs. The lowest value of the latter group of medians is also vi-

ualized with the red horizontal dashed line shown in Fig. 8 . This

ifference in latency is reflected in a decrease in the number of

eferences to memory with batch sizes greater than 1, as shown

n Table 7 . Batching decreases the number of main memory refer-

nces by 2-3x. As main memory accesses are the main component

f the latency, we can see the effect of batching is very beneficial

n reducing latency (up to some point). More notably, the worst

ase latency (here the 99 th percentile) for some batch sizes is com-

arable or even lower (i.e., for 1500-byte frames) than the median

atency of the router without batching . 

Another benefit of batching is the reduction of the latency vari-

nce (also known as jitter). Without batching, the router exhibits a

atency variance of 40 0–60 0 μs for the different frame sizes. When

sing a batch size of e.g., 2 system calls, this variance is roughly

00 μs (i.e., 33–200% lower) for the 64, 128, and 256 byte frames

nd only ∼130–140 μs (i.e., 2.5-4x lower) for 1500 byte frames. We

elieve that jitter-sensitive NFV applications will find this batching

eneficial. 

Batch sizes between 4 and 32 have some outliers at very low la-

ency, comparable to the levels of a DPDK router (see Fig. 4 ). More-

ver all the latency percentiles for these batch sizes are shifted by
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Fig. 9. End-to-end latency (μs) versus the chain’s length for a series of FastClick 

routers, running in containers on top of OVSK. The chains are scheduled either with 

the default or the batch CFS policies, the latter with different time quanta alloca- 

tions. The routers run in a single core, OVSK runs in a different core in the same 

socket, and the input rate is 0.82 Mpps with 64 byte frames. The linear fit to the 

median latencies, stated in the legend, begins from the chains with 2 NFs. 
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oughly 3x compared to the non-batching case. Further increasing

he batch size (i.e., batch sizes of 64 and 128 frames) achieves yet

ower median latency than the non-batching case. However, using

 batch size of 256 frames increases the latency and latency vari-

nce as both metrics are greater than the non-batching case. This

s not surprising, since aggressive batching has a well-studied ef-

ect on latency and latency variance ( Kim et al., 2012 ). 

From a resource utilization perspective, Table 7 shows the

outer’s per packet latency and different types of memory accesses,

s computed by the SCC Profiler, for the different batch sizes when

he frame size is 64 bytes. As stated earlier, a clear impact of sys-

em calls’ multiplexing is the reduction in main memory accesses.

n the non-batching case, almost 30 0 0 main memory references

er 64-byte frame occur, resulting in a latency of 216.97 μs, as

alculated by the SCC Profiler. Exponentially increasing the batch

ize from 2 to 256, leads the OS to transferring more data per

atch (i.e., an entire batch of frames is transferred with one sys-

em call) and this transfer occurs less frequently (because we ap-

ly one system call every “batch size” number of frames). Conse-

uently, batching exploits the spatial locality of virtual memory ad-

resses; this means that multiple virtual addresses tend to fall into

he same physical page, hence there are fewer references to main

emory. This effect is shown in the 3 rd column of Table 7 . For

atch sizes between 2 and 64, the router makes 2–2.8x fewer main

emory references than the router without batching, hence the la-

encies shown in Fig. 8 are greatly affected by this phenomenon. 

This analysis leads to three conclusions: ( i ) To benefit from I/O

ultiplexing, moderate batch sizes between 2 and 32 system calls

ecrease the end-to-end latency and latency variance for small,

edium, and large frames; hence this degree of multiplexing ap-

ears attractive. ( ii ) When the goal of an NFV provider is to fit

ore service chains into a given hardware capacity, choosing big-

er batch sizes (i.e., between 8 and 64 system calls) leads to more

han 2x better cache utilization (especially by reducing the num-

er of main memory accesses). ( iii ) For jitter sensitive applications,

atching 2 system calls gives the best results both from the latency

nd jitter perspectives. 

.2. Impact of SCC’s scheduling 

In this section we evaluate the effects of different schedul-

ng strategies on the performance of NFV service chains. In

ection 4.2.1 , we observed increasing scheduling overheads with

he length of the chain and attributed these overheads to the in-

bility of CFS to grant large enough time quanta per NF. Here, we

eploy NFV chains using SCC and utilize the SCC Scheduler to, ide-

lly, eliminate this overhead. 

Considering the analysis of the different schedulers in

ection 5.2 , we see that the batch CFS and the real-time RR sched-

lers offer interesting properties that could be beneficial for NFV

ervice chains. Here, we chose to evaluate one of them against CFS,

ue to space limitations. We selected batch CFS, which implicitly

llows us to modify the time quantum of each NF in a chain by

etting its “niceness”. Based on Eq. 1 , without modifying the “nice”

alue, a process can run for up to 100 ms; we have increased this

alue to study its effect on the performance of the NFV chains. 

In Section 6.2.1 we evaluate a multi-core scheduling sce-

ario without using our I/O multiplexing acceleration, while in

ection 6.2.2 we combine scheduling with I/O multiplexing in a

ingle-core scenario. 

.2.1. Multi-core scheduling without I/O multiplexing 

Fig. 9 shows the latency of 1–8 user-space FastClick routers,

hained together, on top of an OVSK instance. The chains are

cheduled using the multi-processor scheduling option of SCC

hown in Fig. 7 b, where one CPU core executes the OVSK, while
nother CPU core in the same socket executes the NFs. Specifically,

he top set of chains in the legend is scheduled by the default CFS

with the default time quantum up to 100 ms), while the other two

ets of chains are scheduled by the batch CFS with two different

ime quanta configurations. The former configuration’s time quan-

um is roughly 4x greater than the default (i.e., 420 ms), while the

atter is 8x greater than the default (i.e., 800 ms). To achieve this

onfiguration we set the “nice” value to −1 and −19 respectively

or 119 and 100 based on Eq. (1 ). Although CFS does not guarantee

o exhaust its assigned slice, it acts as an upper bound. 

In this experiment, SCC uses only scheduling acceleration, i.e.,

perates without I/O multiplexing. This is because while we im-

lemented the I/O multiplexing technique in FastClick, OVSK still

elies on its standard I/O mechanism, without using batching. En-

bling I/O multiplexing only in the NFs is counter-productive, since

ackets have to be batched and un-batched multiple times while

oving from OVSK to an NF along the chain, hence we did not

pply multiplexing in this experiment. 

Based on Fig. 9 , we can see that the SCC Scheduler realizes

he chains with a considerably lower latency compared to the de-

ault scheduler. Starting from the chains with 2 NFs, we fit a lin-

ar equation to the median latencies for each scheduling scheme

o determine the cost of additional NFs in each chain. This cost is

769 μs per additional NF, when we use the default Linux sched-

ler (as was previously reported in Section 4.2 ). Using the batch

cheduler, the latency of the same chains is 1349 or 532 μs (30-

00% lower) depending upon the size of the time quantum. In the

ase of the batch CFS with a time quantum of 420 ms, the latency

s always lower than the default CFS and the scheduling benefits

ontinue to increase with the chain’s length. In contrast, using the

aximum time quantum (i.e., 800 ms) appears to be an overkill for

hort chains, as the latency is actually higher than the default CFS.

owever, if an NFV provider wants to deploy chains with more

han 5 NFs, this larger time quantum achieves substantially lower

atency, below that of the other two cases. 

SCC greatly reduces latency variance. In Fig. 9 , the edges of

he boxplots (i.e., 25 t h to 75 th percentiles) for the batch CFS cases

all close to each other, hence these chains deliver the majority of

ackets with low variance. Especially when using batch CFS with

he maximum time quantum, the 25 th to 75 th percentiles almost

atch. In contrast, when using the default scheduler, the chains

xhibit a huge latency variance, that is orders of magnitude greater

han the batch CFS cases for long chains. For example, the variance

etween the 25 th and the 75 th latency percentiles, for 7 chained

outers, when using the default scheduler is 6327 μs. The same

ercentiles for the same chain, when scheduled by the batch CFS,
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Fig. 10. End-to-end latency (μs) versus the chain’s length for FastClick routers, run- 

ning in B2B chained containers. The top set of chains in the legend are scheduled by 

the default CFS. The other four chains are scheduled by the batch CFS; the first of 

them does not use I/O multiplexing, while the remaining use I/O multiplexing with 

batch sizes 2, 16, and 32 (from top to bottom in the legend). Note that the maxi- 

mum time quantum is granted to the NFs by the batch CFS in this experiment. The 

routers run in a single core and the input rate is 0.82 Mpps with 64 byte frames. 

The linear fit to the median latencies, stated in the legend, begins from the chains 

with 2 NFs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8 

Effect of the batch CFS scheduler on the time spent due to scheduling contention 

with respect to the effective run-time of the service chain for four chain lengths. 

The last case of B2B chained NFs, labeled as “Batch+MUX”, also uses I/O multiplex- 

ing of 32 system calls. 

Sche dContention/RunTime 

Chain OVSK Chains B2B Chains 

Length Default Batch Default Batch Batch + MUX 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1.25 4.34 1.39 2.83 2.82 

4 2.88 2.73 3.11 2.92 2.91 

8 3.78 2.58 4.17 2.82 2.98 
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differ by 3180 μs when using the 420 ms time quantum, and only

156 μs (40x less than the default CFS) using the maximum time

quantum. 

6.2.2. Single-core scheduling combined with I/O multiplexing 

Next, we combine the benefits of the above scheduling scheme

with our I/O acceleration (see Section 5.1.1 ) to exploit the full ca-

pacity of SCC. Hence, we deployed the same chains of routers on

SCC, interconnected B2B, without an underlying software switch.

This configuration avoids the slow I/O of OVSK and can operate

using a batched I/O mode. The chains are scheduled using the uni-

processor scheduling option of SCC shown in Fig. 7 a, where one

CPU core coordinates the execution of all the routers. 

Fig. 10 shows different variants of these chains. The top set

of chains in the legend are scheduled by the default CFS, while

the other four are scheduled by the batch CFS. In this experi-

ment we use the maximum time quantum for the batch CFS, as

we found that it does not exhibit the negative impact observed in

Section 6.2.1 for short chains. This is because, when combined with

SCC’s I/O multiplexing, this scheduling allows the NFs to better ex-

ploit this large time slice. To quantify the effects of both the batch

CFS and the I/O multiplexing, we tested four different cases. From

top to bottom in the legend, the second set of chains use the batch

CFS without I/O multiplexing, while the last three sets of chains

use I/O multiplexing with batch sizes 2, 16, and 32 respectively. 

Looking first at the latencies of the chains scheduled by the

default and batch CFSs’ (the latter without I/O multiplexing), we

notice a similar trend to that shown in Fig. 9 . This means that

batch CFS is beneficial regardless of the interconnect of the chains.

The benefits of the batch CFS can be quantified by looking at the

equations fitted to these two cases. Although the per NF latency

cost (i.e., the slope in the equations) of the batch CFS is only

∼10% lower (1268 μs versus 1335 μs), one should pay attention

to the intercepts of these functions (75 versus 426 μs for a zero

length chain). These values indicate the basic processing cost of

each chain, which in the case of the batch CFS is almost 7x lower

than the default CFS. The batch CFS also reduces the latency vari-

ance by up to 2x. 

In Section 6.1 , we showed the benefits of multiplexing multi-

ple packets into a single system call for a standalone NF. Now, we

quantify the benefit of this technique when combined with the in-

creased time quanta per NF allocated by the batch CFS in a sce-

nario with chained NFs. The remaining three sets of boxplots in
ig. 10 show the latencies for these three batch sizes. Our first ob-

ervation is that with a batch size of 2 system calls, the best results

re achieved in the standalone case (see Section 6.1 ), but this does

ot have similar performance in a chained scenario. We attribute

his fact to the mismatch between the execution time granted by

he batch CFS and the frequency of system calls made by the NFs

n this case. In other words, batching only two packets at a time

or a long chain of processes requires frequent system calls, which

eads to yielding the CPU long before a process’ time quantum ex-

ires. 

We observe that when using larger batches, the NFs seem to

etter exploit their time slices. A close look at the fitted equations

roves this fact. A batch size of 2 system calls incurs 1189 μs of la-

ency per additional NF, but with a much greater basic processing

ost than the batch CFS without I/O multiplexing, rendering the I/O

ultiplexing technique as a worse option. However, batch sizes of

6 and 32 packets reduce the per NF latency by up to 50%, while

lso greatly reducing latency variance. For a chain of 8 routers with

he batch CFS using a batch size of 32 system calls the latency

eduction is 4x greater than the default CFS. Indeed, comparing

he variance between the 25 th and the 75 th latency percentiles in

ig. 10 , half of this reduction is due to the scheduler, while the

ther half stems from I/O multiplexing. 

Finally, we correlate the above latency measurements with the

CC Profiler’s data, gathered during the execution of both the OVSK

nd B2B interconnected chains. Table 8 shows the values of the

SchedContention/RunTime” metric, defined in Section 4.2.1 . This

etric captures the time spent due to scheduler contention rela-

ive to the chain’s run-time. For a single router (i.e., chain length

qual to 1), there is no corresponding cost because this router is

he only process to be scheduled. However, under the default CFS

olicy, for a chain of 4–8 NFs the time that the chain is runnable

ut does not execute due to contention in the scheduler is 3-4x

reater than the actual run-time of the chain for both OVSK and

2B cases. The batch CFS scheduler employed by SCC reduces this

verhead by ∼50%. However, for a chain of 2 routers we observe

n increased scheduling overhead compared to the default CFS, es-

ecially for the OVSK case. That is confirmed by the increased la-

ency of this particular chain, as depicted in Fig. 9 . As explained

bove, the presence of OVSK does not allow an NF to fully exploit

ts longer execution time, because of OVSK’s ineffective I/O. This is

ot the case for the B2B chain of 2 routers, since our I/O multi-

lexing better exploits the time available from the CPU. 

The metric “Wait/RunTime”, defined in Section 4.2.1 , is mostly

ffected by the I/O mechanism of the chain. We measured a ∼40–

0% reduction of this overhead when we used SCC’s I/O multiplex-

ng, compared to a chain without this acceleration. 

. Related & future work 

Here we discuss the most relevant works with respect to sys-

em profiling, scheduling, and network I/O in the general systems’
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rea and the NFV area in particular. We also briefly sketch our

lans for future work. 

System benchmarks: The main source of data about a system’s

erformance can be collected by tools that reveal the hardware’s

erformance. For example, lmbench ( McVoy and Staelin, 1996 ) and

ntel’s memory latency checker (MLC) ( Intel, 2013 ) quantify the la-

ency when transferring data of variable size across different hard-

are components (i.e., registers, caches, main memory). SCC uses

mbench as a system benchmark. Apart from memory latencies,

CC requires kernel-level benchmarks to measure scheduling and

ystem calls overhead. Although there are relevant available tools

uch as ( Sigoure, 2010 ), we developed our own benchmarks to

cquire these metrics. These benchmarks are available at Katsikas

2016c ). 

Code Profilers: Modern code profilers, such as OProfile ( Levon,

016 ) and Perf ( Perf, 2016 ), access low-level performance counters

t run-time, providing statistics about applications or the entire

S. Such tools can draw a developer’s attention to those functions

hat exhibit high utilization of system resources, hence these func-

ions offer the greatest potential for acceleration. A great deal of

ffort is required to understand how the applications under test

se the system’s resources. Moreover, this knowledge is needed,

o instruct these code profilers which particular subset of relevant

vents, out of a large pool of potential events, are actually rele-

ant. We performed a study to find crucial NFV performance counters

nd incorporated Perf in SCC, as we found that it can access these

ounters . These counters are illustrated in Fig. 2 and quantified in

able 3 . 

Data Profilers: Various cache profiling tools have been pro-

osed, such as CProf ( Lebeck and Wood, 1994 ), callgrind’s

Cachegrind tool ( KCachegrind, 2016 ) (based on valgrind), and In-

el’s PMU ( Intel, 2016d ). These tools can track applications’ cache

tilization allowing a developer to build a map of the system’s

aches and how they are used. Moreover, likwid ( likwid, 2016 ) pro-

ides a broader performance monitoring suite. One can either wrap

n entire application to measure its performance with respect to

ey hardware counters, or enclose a particular piece of code within

n application between likwid start and stop functions. 

DProf ( Pesterev et al., 2010 ) helps programmers understand

ache miss costs by associating these misses with the data types

nstead of the code. DProf provides clear insights into which ob-

ects of an application’s data structures incur expensive cache

oads; however, DProf mostly focuses on the LLCs and in partic-

lar how data moves in and out of LLCs. This focus results from

he tool being designed to optimize cross-CPU data exchanges. The

CC Profiler extends these earlier profilers by keeping track of the en-

ire memory hierarchy (including TLBs and main memory), hence our

rofiler quantifies both data movements and address translations from

 processor all the way to the main memory and correlates this data

ith OS-level counters . 

Scheduling: Sivaraman et al. (2016) envisioned future switches

ith programmable boards that allow network administrators to

eploy custom packet scheduling schemes. They introduced a

ush-In First-Out abstraction model that controls the order and de-

arture of packets, capturing the needs of several packet schedul-

ng schemes. Mittal et al. (2016) explored the possibility of design-

ng a universal packet scheduler that can match the results of any

cheduling algorithm, concluding that the Least Slack Time First al-

orithm is the one that best approximates the universal scheduler.

Scheduling a multitude of processes that comprise a service chain

s not addressed by prior scheduling works since these solutions op-

rate at the packet and not at the task level . In contrast, we be-

ieve that one should study the performance of task scheduling

n NFV to identify ways to achieve better resource utilization. In

ection 5.2.1 , we studied all the available schedulers of our OS and

rovided useful insights on their properties with respect to NFV.
n Section 6.2 , we evaluated the benefits of the batch CFS sched-

ler and compared it to the default Linux scheduler. As a future

ork, we would like to evaluate the remaining two real-time poli-

ies. Also, an attractive research direction could be to enforce the

orrect execution order of the chain into a scheduler, in an attempt

o completely eliminate the “SchedContention/RunTime” overhead. 

Network I/O: Netmap ( Rizzo, 2012 ), DPDK ( DPDK, 2016 ),

FQ ( Bonelli et al., 2012 ), and PF_RING ( Deri, 2011 ) are network I/O

echanisms that boost NFV performance by providing direct ac-

ess to the ring buffers of a NIC, using custom network drivers. The

ime required for these tools to be widely adopted in the market

otivated a solution that could be immediately adopted by cloud

roviders. The Linux kernel has substantially evolved over the past

ecade and today provides sufficient tools to speed up NFV appli-

ations running on top of unmodified network drivers. 

We found that the vectorized I/O technique ( Bhattacharya et al.,

003 ) introduced in version 2.5 of the Linux kernel permits read-

ng/writing frames from/to multiple buffers using a single trans-

ction. This technique is supported by the standard ixgbe driver

nd can be exploited by activating the scatter/gather feature

f the NIC. Our implementation is released as an open source

roject ( Katsikas, 2016a ) on top of FastClick. Earlier effort s have

uccessfully applied similar techniques ( Rizzo, 2012; Kim et al.,

012; DPDK, 2016 ) to amortize the system calls’ overhead. 

As a future work, we aim to further improve the I/O perfor-

ance of SCC by integrating the asynchronous, zero-copy I/O pro-

osed by Drepper ( Drepper, 2006 ) into FastClick. Based on our

easurements reported in Section 6.1 , this is expected to reduce

he latency imposed by a user-space FastClick router by ∼10x, as

urrently the best median latency of our fully-featured user-space

outer is 80 μs and a DPDK router achieves a median latency of 8

s (as per Section 4.1 ). 

. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that by automatically mining the hard-

are and OS-level performance counters of NFV service chains us-

ng the SCC Profiler, cloud providers can quickly and reliably iden-

ify performance bottlenecks. To prove this, we built the SCC run-

ime, a platform that employs acceleration techniques to address

he performance issues pinpointed by the SCC Profiler. 

Our systematic performance evaluation of standalone and

hained NFV services showed that SCC achieves ( i ) 3x lower end-

o-end latency and ( ii ) 2x (up to 40x for certain percentiles) lower

atency variance by reducing cache misses and main memory ac-

esses and by lowering scheduling overheads. All these are pos-

ible using I/O multiplexing and modified scheduling techniques

or user-space NFV service chains based on native network drivers.

n summary, using SCC, we managed to make the average case for a

ser-space NFV service chain to perform as well as the best case . 
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